
 

 

 

 
Abstract

One-dimensional profiles of agricultural product prices, domestic price indexes for consumers and producers, and exchange rates

of Mexican pesos per US dollar can be characterized by the statistical fractal dimension D, estimated through the slopes of the log-

log geostatistical variograms, assuming that the relationships between the average variances and time increments are described

by a power law. This assumption corresponds to the concept of self-affinity. D values between 1 and 1.5 indicate predictability,

while D values from >1.5 to 2 indicate chaotic behavior and unpredictability. Monthly price series of white garlic, `bola´ onion,

medium-size cabbage, yellow peach and `Flor de Mayo´ beans show finite variance, while the other variables showed infinite a

priori variance. The white garlic price series is described by D=1.46±0.179, with a behavior similar to the Brownian motion fractal

function. D<1.5 values are associated with the monthly price series for dry `ancho´ chili and guava (D=1.542±0.069,

D=1.692±0.157, respectively). These distributions are chaotic because a positive increase is followed by a negative one and

viceversa, to such a degree that the short-term variation is dominant. Monthly price series of other products, monthly domestic

price indexes for consumer and producer, and exchange rates (Mexican pesos per US dollar) at the end of the month and monthly

averages are described by Ds<1.5. Therefore, the long-term variations or trends are persistent. D values for domestic price

indexes, especially, are not different from the topological dimension value for lines. Except for domestic price indexes, all the one-

dimensional profiles showed some degree of complexity. The monthly price series of dry `ancho´ chili, guava and yellow peach

have a higher degree of unpredictability.
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